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 FROM THE PRESIDENT 
     It's hard to believe that it's 
nearing the middle of November 
already.  The weather has been 
great.  I hope that you have been 
able to enjoy some time outdoors 
and maybe even have done some 
late fall outdoor flying.  I have 
been thinking about it nearly 
every day, but other things have 
gotten in the way. 
It seems that whenever a 
particularly nice day comes 
around, I either have other 
commitments or I haven't charged 
batteries, or,,,,,,,  Maybe this 
week,  Sounds like it might be  
the last of our warm weather for 
awhile.  I hope that isn,t the case, 
but it is November and this is 
Minnesota.  Still I will try to be 
ready for the next nice day when I 
don;t have to work, there are no 
Honeydos or social 
commitments.  You know what I 
mean.  
     Thankfully we have a place to 
fly indoors thanks to Doug 
Larson.  It's nice to have an 
alternative to braving cold 
weather or travelling to a warmer 
climate in order to fly.  Keep in 
mind the Fall Mall Show 
on Saturday November 12.  Bring 
something to show and something 
to fly,  Don't forget our 
meeting Thursday evening at the 
old Hallmark location.  I hope 
many of you can make the 

meeting. 
     It was nice to see Manfred at 
our October meeting after a long 
absence due to injury and  
recuperation,  Welcome back, 
Manfred!  Continued good health 
and freedom from injury.  That 
goes for the rest of you, too  
     Hopefully Shawn will be able 
to attend and show off his award 
winning Patriot Missle.  Until 
then be safe and happy.  See 
you Thursday. 
  
Don 

 

Notes from the October 
13th Meeting 

     The October meeting of the 
R.C. Flyers was held on Oct. 13th 
at the mall. Those present were 
Tom Davis, Doug Larson, Jerry 
and Jerry Johnson, Floyd Lee, 
Larry and Roger Simonson, Don 
Martinson, Shelby Haukos, Bill 
Roberts, Manfred Decker, and 
Mike Drouillard. 
      Old business:   Twenty-two 
pilots were registered for the 
Fergus Falls Fun Fly.  It was a 
great turn-out and fun was had by 
all!  New business:   Mall flying 
every Thursday night was 
discussed and it was decided we 
would fly every Thursday again 
this year.  Brian brought-up that 
we need to up-date the AMA 
Registration on current 

members.   Jerry mentioned that 
nominations for officers are next 
month.   The December meeting 
will be held at Mike's house -  
Holiday Lunch at 6:00 followed 
by meeting at 7:00.   Shelby made 
motion to adjourn.   Seconded by 
Bill.  Meeting adjourned. 
 
Respectfully submitted 
Michael Drouillard 
 
Secretary  

 
From AMA 
Government 

Relations 
 

AMA members may 
continue flying 

FPV 
 
We are writing to address some 
recent confusion as to whether the 
new federal commercial drone 
rules (Small Unmanned Aircraft 
Rule Part 107) impact AMA 
members and model aircraft 
enthusiasts who fly for 
recreational and educational 
purposes. 
First, we would like to reaffirm 
that Part 107 does not change 
anything for AMA members. As 
an AMA member, you are exempt 
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from the additional regulations in 
Part 107 as long as you are flying 
for recreational or educational 
purposes and fully complying 
with AMA’s safety guidelines. 
This is what Congress intended 
when it passed the Special Rule 
for Model Aircraft in the 2012 
FAA Modernization and Reform 
Act, also known as Section 336. 
And, as stated in previous 
communications, this also means 
you do not need any additional 
certificate to fly. 
Second, for those flying first-
person view (FPV), we 
understand that a recent Forbes 
article has made the issue of 
regulatory compliance even more 
confusing. In that article, the FAA 
was quoted as saying that as of 
August 29th, anyone flying FPV 
needs to obtain a Remote Pilot 
certificate and follow the 
provisions of Part 107. 
Although this is true for anyone 
who is not fully complying with 
Section 336, based on pending 
litigation with the FAA, we are 
advising AMA members that 
flying FPV with a spotter under 
the Special Rule for Model 
Aircraft remains acceptable as 
long as you continue to fly 
according to the AMA Safety 
Code and AMA’s safety 

guidelines for FPV operations 
in Document 550. 
Please rest assured that we have 
been in ongoing conversations 
with the FAA about FPV flying 
and other areas of concern related 
to the Interpretive Rule. We 
anticipate that the FAA will 
clarify the Interpretative Rule by 
the end of the year, which will 
help resolve the FPV issue for 
good. 
So, why can AMA members 
continue flying FPV the same way 
as before? 
As you may also be aware, in 
August 2014 AMA filed a petition 
with the U.S. Court of Appeals 
asking for a judiciary review of 
the FAA’s interpretation of the 
Special Rule for Model Aircraft 
(the Interpretative Rule). As 
stated in our petition, we believe 
the FAA’s Interpretive Rule 
misinterprets the intent of 
Congress in several areas, 
including the requirement to 
remain within visual line of sight 
of the operator as it relates to the 
use of FPV goggles. Right now, 
the court proceedings are on hold 
as the FAA reviews over 33,000 
public comments submitted in 
response to the Interpretive Rule. 
With the court proceedings held 
in abeyance, enforcement actions 

based upon the provisions in the 
Interpretative Rule are also on 
hold. So, until the FAA completes 
its review of the public 
comments, publishes its 
conclusions and makes any 
further clarification/revision to the 
Interpretive Rule, the status quo 
remains in effect for AMA 
members. It should be noted, 
however, that this does not 
preclude the FAA from taking 
enforcement action against 
careless and reckless acts that 
truly endanger the national 
airspace. 
In the meantime, we encourage all 
AMA members to continue flying 
and enjoying our hobby as you 
have before, following AMA’s 
safety guidelines and educational 
programming. 
Thank you for your patience as we 
continue to advocate and protect 
our hobby of flying model aircraft 


